Lobar lung transplantation: One size fits all
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Living donor-related lung transplantation is an option for patients with end-stage lung disease who would otherwise not undergo lung transplantation because of limited supply of suitable organs (Figure 1). Outcomes are comparable to those for cadaveric lung transplantation with acceptable risk for the donor. One barrier to broader uptake of both living and cadaveric lung transplantation includes size matching, particularly for children and small adults. Therefore, various techniques for size reduction have been developed but with variable efficacy and adoption.

Dr Date and colleagues at Kyoto University have extensive experience with living donor lobar lung transplantation (LDLLT), because societal circumstances in Japan limit organ donation after brain death. They report a series of 127 lung transplant cases over 8 years, of which more than half were LDLLT. The issue of size matching is addressed through 3 novel techniques after careful functional and anatomic measurements are taken.

Whether too big, too small, or “just right,” the authors have a solution. For oversized grafts, single lobe transplantation/C6 left pneumonectomy or segmentectomy was performed. For undersized grafts, the authors performed upper lobe-sparing techniques or implantation of an inverted donor right lower lobe in the left side of the chest. In comparison with standard LDLLT, there seemed to be no difference in 5-year survival and other major outcomes for nonstandard LDLTT in this non-matched case series.

Future studies on both standard and nonstandard LDLLT should address the determinants of long-term outcomes, including patient selection and comorbidities. It should be noted that care must be exercised when extrapolating these results, however impressive, to the broader lung transplant population. Differences in baseline demographic variables peculiar to Date and colleagues’ home nation, such as the limited number of patients with cystic fibrosis, the relatively young age of the recipients, and the influence that short ischemic times may have on longer-term outcomes, reflect the fundamental differences between this population and the larger recipient population at large. These caveats should not diminish the potential utility of these approaches for the most disadvantaged recipients currently awaiting lung transplantation in the United States and Europe.

We appreciate the significant contribution of Date and colleagues to the advancement of LDLLT in this
and other reports by their group. Their creative approach to size mismatches is instructive and provides a compelling technical review. Ultimately, a multisite study on lung transplantation for small patients may provide insight into reproducible outcomes and set new standards for lung transplantation in this population.
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